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THE UNIVERSAL VASSILIEV-KONTSEVICH INVARIANT FOR
FRAMED ORIENTED LINKS

LE TU QUOC THANG AND JUN MURAKAMI

AB STRACT. We give a generalization of the Resheti khin-Turaev funetor for tangles to
get a combinatorial formula for the Kontsevich integral for frame<! oriented links. The
uniqueness of the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant of framed oriented links is
established. As a corollary one gets the rationality of Kontsevich integral.

INTRODUCTION

This is an expository paper on the construction of the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich

invariant of framed oriented links. 'vVe give a description of a generalization of the

Reshetikhin-Turaev functor. This is a mapping from the set of all framed oriented tangles

to rather complicated sets. This luapping, when restricted to the set of all framed ori

ented links in 3-sphere 8 3 , is an isotopy invariant called the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich

invariant of framed oriented links. It is as powerful as the set of all invariants of finite

type (01' Vassiliev invariants) of framed oriented links. Hence it dominates all the invari

ants coming from quantum groups in which the R-matrix is adeformation of identity,

as in [Re-Tu, Tul]. Similar constructions of the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariants

appear in [Car, Piul].

The values of the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant of framed knots lie in an

algebra, anel if we project to an appropriate quotient algebra, we get the Kontsevich

integral of knots [Bar1, KontI].

Actually the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant is constructed using an object

called the Drinfeld associator. This is a solution of a system of equations. Every solution

of this system gives rise Lo a universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant which we prove

(Theorem 8) is independent of the solusion used. As a corollary we get the rationality of

the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant anel Kontsevich integral.

The rationa.lity of Kontsevich integral was claimed in [KontI], without proof, citing

only Drinfeld's paper [Drin2]. The result of [Drin2] can not be applied directly to this case

because the spaces involved, though related, are in fact different. Here we modify Drin-
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2 T. Q. T. LE & J. MURAKAMI

feld's proof to our situation, using a suggestion of Kontsevich. For a detailed exposition

of the theory of the Kontsevich integral and the universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant

for (unfranled) knots see (Barl]. Many arguments in [Barl] are generalized here.

For technical convenience we use q-tangles instead of tangles. 1'his concept is sinlilar

to that of ac-graph introduced in [Al-Co]. Actually the category of q-tangles and the

category of tangles are the same, by Maclane's coherence theorem.

Acknowledgement "VVe are sincerely grateful to NI. Kontsevich for many useful discus

sions. VVe would like to thank H. Boden for careful reading the Illanuscript and correcting

many mistakes. The authors thank the 11ax-Planck Institut für Inathematik for hospital

ity and support.

1. CRORD DIAGRAMS

Suppose X is a one-dimensional compact oriented smooth manifold whose components

are numbered. A chord diag1'am with suppo1't X is a set consisting of a finite number of

unordered pairs of distinct non-boundary points on X, regarded up to orientation and

component preserving homeomorphisms. We view each pair of points as a chord on X

and represent it as a dashed line connecting the two points. The points are called the

vertices of chords.

Let A(X) be the vector space over Q (rational numbers) spanlled by all chord diagrams

with support X, subject to the 4-term relation:

J. \
\ "\ I
~

I "\ I +
\ /

~

I----~
I

I
/

-4-

I---~
/

/

/

-4-

=0

A(X) is graded by the nUlnber of chords. V'/e denote the completion with respect to

this grading also by A(X).

Every homeomorphisln f : X ---+ Y induces an iS0I110rphism between A(X) and A(Y).

On the plane IR2 with coordinates (x, t) consider the set X consisting of n lines x = 1,

x = 2, ... , x = n, lying between two horizontallinest = 0 and t = 1. All the lines are

oriented downwards. The space A(X) will be denoted by Bn . A component of X is called

astring. The vector space Bn is an algebra with the following multiplication. If D1 and

D2 are two chord diagraIns in Bn then D1 x D2 is the chord diagraIn gotten by putting

D1 above D2 • The unit i8 the chord diagram without any chord. Let Bo = Q.

Proposition l:[Kontl] The algebra BI is commutative.
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When SI is a eircle, A(Sl) is denoted simply by A.

3

Suppose X, X' have distinguished components E, e', X eonsists of loop eomponents

only. Let D E A(X) and D' E A(X'). From eaeh of E, e' we relnove a small are whieh

does not contain any vertiees. The remaining part of E is an are which we glue to P'

in the plaee of the removed are such that the orielltations are eOlllpatible. The new

ehord diagram is ealled the connected SUffi 0/ D, D' along the distinguished components.

It does not depend on the loeations of the removed ares, whieh follows from the 4-term

relation and the fact that all components of X are loops. The proof is the same as in ease

X = X' = SI as in [Barl].

In ease when X = X' = SI, the conneeted SUITI defines a multiplieation whieh turns

A into an algebra. This algebra is isomorphie to BI (cf. [Barl, KontI]).

Suppose again X has a distinguished component e. Let X' be the manifold gotten

from X by reversing the orientation of e. We define a linear lllapping Si : A(X) ~ A(X')

as follow. If D E A(X) represents by a diagralll with n vertices of chords on e. Reversing

the orientation of e, then Illultiplying by (_l)n, from D we get the ehord diagram Si(D) ,E

A(X'). Note that Si : BI ~ BI is an anti-automorphism.

Now let us define .6.i : Sn ----7 8 n+1 , for 1 :::; i :::; n. Suppose D is a ehord diagram in

Bn with m vertiees on the i-th string. Replaee the i-th string by two strings, the left and

the right, very dose to the old one. Mark the points on this new set of n +1 strings just

as in D; if a point of D is on the i-th string then it yields two possibilities, marking on

the left or on the right string. Sumllling up all possible ehord diagrams of this type, we

get .6. i (D) E 8 n+1 .

Define Ci by ci(D) = 0 if the diagram D has a vertex of chords on the i-th string.

Otherwise let ci(D) be the diagram in 8 n - 1 gotten by throwing away the i-th string. We

eontinue Ci to a linear mapping frolll Bn to Bn - 1 .

Notation: we will write .6. for .6.1 : BI ----7 B2 , id ® ... 0 .6. 0 ... ® id (the .6. is at the

i-th position) for .6. i ; C for Cl : BI ~ 8 0 = Q, id 0 ... ® C ® ... 0 id (the C is at the i-th

posi tion) for Ci.

Remark: The reader should not eonfuse .6. with the cO-Illultiplication introdueed In

[Barl] for A.

Proposition 2: We have

(1) (.6. ® id).6. = (id 0 .6.).6.
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This follows easily from the definitions.

Put ~n ="(~ 0 id 0 ... 0 id) (~0 id ... 0 id) ... (~0 id)~. For n = 0 let ßn = id :
... v t", 'V -I

n times n - 1 times
BI ---+ BI'

Theorem 1: The image 0/ ~n : BI -+ Bn+1 lies in the cente1~ 0/ Bn+1 •

The proof is not difficult, it 'can be proved by imitating the case n = 0 which IS

Proposition 1 and is proved in {Barl].

lf D E ß n then 10n1 Q9 D (9 10n2 is the element of Bn1+n+n2 which has na chords on

the first nl strings, no chords on the last n2 strings and on the middle n strings it looks

like D.

All the operators ~i, Ci, Si can be extended to ß n 0 C.

2. NON-ASSOCIATIVE WORDS

A non-associative word on son1e symbols is an element of the [ree non-associative

algebra generated by those symbols. Consider the set of all non-associative words on two

symbols + and -. If W is such a word, different froru + and - and the unit, then w can

be presented in a unique way W = W(W2, where w), 102 are non-associative non-unit words.

Define inductively the length l(w) = l(wd + l(W2) if w = WI102 and l( +) = l(-) = 1. A

non-associative word can be represented as a sequence of symbols and parentheses which

indicate the order of multiplication.

There is a map which transfers each non-associative word into an associative word by

simply forgetting the non-associative structure, that is, forgetting the parentheses. An

associative word is just a finite sequence of syrl1bols.

If we have a finite sequence of SYIl1bols +, -, then we can forn1 a non-associative word

by performing the multiplication step by step fro1l1 the left. Tt will be called the standard

non-associative word o[ the sequence.

Suppose 101, W2 are nan-associative words. Replacing" a syrnbol in the word W2 by Wt

one gets another word 'W. In such a case we will callwt a subword of w, and write Wt < w.

3. Q-TANGLES

We fix an oriented 3-dimensional Euclidean space JR3 with coordinates (x, y, t). A

tangle is a smooth one-dimensional compact oriented manifold L C lR? lying between two

horizontal planes {t = a}, {t = b}, a < b such that all the boundary points are lying on
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two lines {t = a, Y = O}, {t = b, y = O}, anel at every boundary point L is orthogonal to

these two planes. These lines are called the top and the bottom lines of the tangle.

Anormal vector field on a tangle L is a smooth vector field on L which is nowhere

tangent to L (and, in particular, is nowhere zero) anel which is given by the vector

(0, -1,0) at every boundary point. A fra1ned tangle is a tangle enhanced with anormal

vector field. Two framed tangles are isotopic if they can be deformed by a 1-paralneter

family of diffeomorphisms into one another within the dass of fralned tangles.

We will consider a tangle diagram as the projection onto 1R.2(x, t) of tangle in generic

position. Every the double point is provided with a sign + 01' - indicating an ovel' 01'

under crossing.

Two tangle diagrams are equivalent if one can be deformed into another by using: a)

isotopy of IR2(x, t) preserving every horizontal line {t = const}, b) rescaling of IR? (x, t),

c) translation along the 'l-axis. We will consider tangle diagrams up to this equivalent

relation.

Two isotopic fralned tangles may project into two non-equivalent tangle diagrams.

But if T is a tangle diagram, then T defines a unique dass of isotopic framed tangles

L(T): let L(T) be a tangle which projects into T anel is coincident with T except for

a small neighborhood of the double points, the nornlal vector at every point of L(T) is

(0,-1,0).

One can assign a symbol + 01' - to all the boundary points of a tangle dlagram

according to whether the tangent vector at this point dlrects downwards 01' upwards. Then

on the top boundary line of a tangle diagram we have a sequence of symbols consisting

of + and -. Similarly on the bottom boundary line there is also a sequence of symbols

+ and -.

A q-tang/e diagram T is a tangle diagram enhanced with two non-associative words

wb(T) anel wt(T) such that when forgetting about the non-associative structure froIn Wt(T)

(resp. wb(T)) we get the sequence of symbols on the top (resp. bottmn) boundary line. A

framed q-tang/e L is a franled tangle enhanced with two non-associative words Wb( L) and

wt(L) such that when forgetting about the non-associative structure from 'Wt(L) (resp.

wb(L)) we get the sequence of sYlnbols on thc top (resp. bottom) boundary line.

If TI, Tz are q-tangle diagrams such that 'Wb(T1 ) = 'Wt(T~d we can define the product

T = Tl X Tz by putting Tl above T2 . The product is a q-tangle diagraIn with 'Wt(T) =
wt(Tt}, wb(T) = wb(T2 ).
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Every q-tangle diagranl can be decomposed (non-uniquely) as the product of the

following basic q-tangle diagrams:

la)X~,v'for a non-associative word W one one synlbol + containing a subword v = ++,
the underlying tangle diagram is in the following figure

1...IXI...1
with Wt = Wb = w, the two strings oi the crossing correspond to two symbols of the

word v.

Ib)X;,v: the same as x;t,v, only the overcrossing is replaced by the undercrossing

1...IXI...1
2a)U w ,v with v = (+-) < 'W, all the sYlnbols in 'W outside v are +. The underlying

tangle is

I...l~l ...I
Here Wt = w, Wb is obtaineel from W by removing v.

2b)nw,v with v = (-+) < w, all the sYlnbols in w outside v are +. The underlying

tangle is

l...lnl...l
Here Wb = W, Wt is obtained from w by removing v.

3a)T+ where Wl, W2, W3, ware non-associative words on one sYlnbol +, anelWtlU2 W3,W

((W(W2)W3) is a subword oi w. The underlying tangle diagram is trivial, consisting of [(tu)

parallel lines, all are directed downwarcIs, and wb(T;;;1W2 W3,W) = tu while Wt(T~tW2W3'W) 18

obtained from W by 8ubstituting ((101W2)W3) by (101(-W2 103))'

3b)T- where w}, W2, 103, 10 are non-associative words on one synlbol +, and
Wl tLl2W3,W

((W1W2)W3) i8 a subword oi w. The underlying tangle diagram is trivial, consisting of [(w)
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parallel lines, all are directed downwards, and Wt(Tw- ""'w w) = W while wb(T- ) is
1 ~ '" J, w1 tll2 WJ ,w

obtained from W by substituting ((W1W2)W3) by (W1(W2W3))'

4)All the abave listed q-tangle diagrams with reversed orientations on sOine strings

and the corresponding change of signs of the boundary points.

4. THE DRIN FELD ASSOCIATOR

Let M be the algebra aver C af all formal series on two non-colnmutative, associative

symbols A, B. Consider a function G : (0, I) ----t M satisfying the following Knizhnik

Zamolodchikav equation

..i.G - 1 (A ~)G
dt - 27["yCI t + t - I .

Let G.\(A, B) be the value at t = 1 - A of the solution to this equation which takes the

value I at t = A. It cau be proved that the following limit exists

It cau be written in the form

1 +L:fwW,
w

where the summation is over all the associative words on two sYlnbols A and B. The

coefficients fw are highly transcendent and are computed in [Drin2, Le-Mu2]. Each fw

is the surn of a finite number of numbers of type

1
(yCIr . ( (i1, ... , ik ) ,27[" -1 11 +'+~k

where
1

((i), ... ,ik ) = L: . ik
n tt •.• nknl < ... <nkEN 1

with natural nurnbers i ll ... ,ik,ik 2:: 2. These numbers have recently gained much atten-

tion among number theorists (see [Za]).

Denote by nij the chord diagram in 8n with one chord connecting the i-th and the

j-th strings. Let <I>KZ = CP(012' 0 23 ) E 8 3 0 C. This element is called the KZ Drinfeld

associator. It is a solution of the following equations (for a proof see [Drinl, Drin2]):

(Al) (id C9 id C9 ß)(<1» x (~0 id 0 id)(<I» = (1 C9 <1» x (id (9 ~ (9 id)(<l» x (<I> 0 1),

(A2a)

(A2b)
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(A3)

(A4)
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q>-l = ~321,

Here ~i;'k is the element of 83 0 C obtained from q> by permuting the strings: the first

to the i-th, the second to the j-th, the third to the k-th and R i;' = exp(Oi;,/2). Equation

(Al) holds in 84 0 C, equations (A2a,A2b,A3) hold in 83 0 C, equation (A4) in 8 2 0 C.

Remark: (A2b) follows from the other identities in (A1-A4).

Besides, ß, <I> KZ and R = exp(012/2) E 82 0 C satisfy:

(BI)

(B2)

(B3)

(id 0 ß)ß(a) = <I>((ß 0 id)ß(a))<I>-I,

(c 0 id)oß = id = (id 0 c)oß,

The first follows from (1) and theoren1 1 [or any <I> , the second is trivial, the third

follows from theorem 1.

Every solution <I> of (AI-A4) is called an associator. Theorem A" of [Drin2] asserts

that there is an associator <I>Q with rational coefficients, i.e <I>Q E 8 3,

5. THE REPRESENTATION OF FRAMED Q-TANGLES

Every tangle diagram T defines a framed tangle L(T), and every fran1ed taugle I< is

L(T) for some tangle diagram.

Suppose T is a q-tangle diagrall1. Then L(T) is a framed q-tangle. Regarding L(T)

as aI-dimensional manifold, we can define the vector space A(L(T)), which we will

abbreviate as A(T). This vector space depends only on the underlying tangle diagram of

T but not on the words Wb and Wt.

If D i E A(Ti ), i = 1,2 anel T = Tl X T2 then we can def1ne D I X D 2 E A(T) in the

obvious way, just putting D I above D2 .

We will define a mapping T ~ Z j(T) E A(T) 0 C for any q-tangle diagran1 such that

if T = Tl X '12 then Zj(T) = Zj(TI ) x Zj(T2 ). Such a lnap is uniquely defined by the

values of special q-tangle diagrams listed in the previous section.

Define
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Then

(DIa) Zj(x;t,v) = exp(0/2) := 1 +0/2 + ~(n/2)2 +... ,
where on is the chord diagrarn in A(X~,tJ) with 12 chords, each is parallel to the horizontal

line and connects the two strings that form the double point of X~,tJ'

(Dlb) Zj(X;;,tJ):= exp( -0/2).

(D2a) Zj(Uw,v) is the chord diagraIll in A(Uw,tJ) without any chord.

(D2b) Zj(nw,v) is the chord diagralll in A(nw,tJ) without any chord.

(D3) For a q-tangle diagram T~W2 W 3,W let #1 and #r be l'espectively the number of

strings (in the underlying tangle diagraIll) left and right of the block of strings which

form the word ((WIW2)W3). Define

Zj(T;tlW'JW3,W) = 10 #1 0 [(~/(wd-l 0 ~/(W2)-1 0 6./(W3 )-I)<I> KZ] 0 10#r

Zj(T;;;1W2W3,W) = 10 #/ 0 [(~I(wd-1 0 ~/(W2)-1 ® ~l(W3)-1)(<I>KZ)-I] 010#r

(D4) If T' is a q-tangle diagram obtained from T by reversing the orientation of some

components .e1 , .,. ,I!k' then Zj(T') is obtained from Zj(T) by successively applying the

mappings Si!,' .. ,Slk' The result does not depend on the order of these mappings.

Theorem 2:

1. The mapping T -+ Zj(T) is well-defined: it does not depend on the decomposition

of a q-tangle diagram into basic q-tangle diagra·ms.

2. Let 1> = Zj(U) E A 0 C, whel'e U is tangle diagraln in the following figul'e

Zj( r) = ifJ.Zj( ).

The right hand side is the connected sum of 4> and Zj along the indicated component.

3. Suppose the coordinate function t on the i-th component ofT has Si maxi1nal points.

Define

where the 'nght hand side is the element obtained by successively taking the connected

sum of 4>-Sj and Zj(T) along the i-th cOlnponent. 1f two q-tangle diagT'ams Tl, T2 define

isotopic framed q-tangles, L(Td = L(T2 ), then Zj(Td = Zj(T2 ), hence Zj is an isotopy

invariant 01 framed q-tangles.
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In particular, ZJ is an isotopy invariant of framed oriented links r~garded a.s framed

q-tangles without boundary poiI1t~~

There are at least two ways to prove Theorenl 2. In the first which is Inore algebraic,

we use MacLane's coherence theorem to redllce the category of q-tangles to the category

of tangles and then verify that 2J does not change under certain local 1110ves (see the

definition of the local moves in [Re-Tu, Al-Co]). Similar proofs are sketched in [Car, Piul].

In the second which is more analytical (see [Le-M1l3]), we first define the regularizeel

Kontsevich integral for framed oriented tangles, then we prove that the value ZJ of a q

taugle is the limit (in some sense) of the regularized Kontsevich integrals. In this approach

we can avoid MacLane's cohenrence theoreln and veryfying the invariance under local

moves. The second proof also show the relation between 2J anel the original Kontsevich

integral (see Theorem 6 below).

Remark: We have chosen the normalization in which 2J of the unframed trivial knot is

</;-1, of the empty knot is 1.

Theorem 3: Let w be the unique element 0/ A with one ChOTd. Then a change in /raming

Tesults on?i~ by multiplying byexp(w/2):
....

This can be proved easily by moving the mininlum point to the left then using the

representations of q-tangles. The invariant ZJ is coincielent with the invariant introduced

in [Le-Mu2, Le-Mu3] of fralneel links. There it was constl'ucteel by Inodifying the original

Kontsevich integral.

ZJ is calleel a universal Vassiliev-Kontsevich invariant of framed oriented links. As

in [Barl], it is easy to prove that 2j (Kd = 2J(1(2) if anel only if all the invariants of

finite type are the same for framed links J(1 anel J(2. This nleans 2j is as powerful as the

set of all invariants of finite type, in particular it dominates all invariants coming from

R-matrices which are deformations of identity, as in [Tul, Re-Tu].

Let I! be a component of a oue-dimensional compact manifolel X anel X' be obtained

from X by replacing eby two copies of e. In a siInilar manner as in §l Olle can define the

operator ßl : A(X) ---? A(X' ).

Theorenl 4: Suppose L is a fra1ned orienied link wiih a distinguished c01nponent e, L'

i \ .
.. "...... ....·i
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is obtained /rom L by replacing l by two its paralleis, dose to l, LI! is obtained /rom L by

reversing the onentation 0/ l. Then

The second identity follows trivially from the definition of Zj. The first is more difficU;lt

and can be proved by analyzing the parallel of the basic q-tangles. Note that the chosen

norrnalization of Zj plays important role in the second identity. The formula for the

parallel version of Zj (not Zj) would require an additional factor. Applying this identity

to the unknot we get a beautiful formula ~(4)) = 4> 0 4>.

Theorem 5: Suppose LI, L 2 are framed links with distinguished components and L is the

connected link along the distinguished components. Then

The right hand side is the connected surn of 4>, Zj(Ld and Zj(L2 ) along the distinguished

components.

Theorem 5 can be proved easily using the representation of q-tangles, or using the

integral formula in [Le-Mu3].

6. THE KONTSEVICH INTEGRAL

Let Ao be the vector space over Q (rational numbers) spanned by all chord diagram

with support being a circle, subject to the 4-term relation and the following framing

independence relation:

u =0

In other words, Ao = A/(wA). With respect to connected surn, An is a commutative

algebra. There is a natural projection p : A -+ Aa.

Let !( be the image of an embedding of the oriented circle irrto R3 lying between two

horizontal planes {t = tmin}, {t = tmax }. We will cons~der the 2-dimensional plane (x, y)
as the complex plane with coordinate z = x +yH. The Kontsevich integral of !( is

defined as an element of Ao by
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Z(T) _ ~ 1 j
- ~o (27I"vC1)m

tmin<tt <···<tm<tma~

where for fixed tmin < t1 < t 2 < ... < t m < tmax the object P is a choice of unordered

pairs of distinct points Zi, zi lying in 1< n {t = td for i = 1 ... , m, the summation is over

all such choices, Dp 1S the chord diagram in Aoobtained by connecting pairs Zi, zi by

dashed lines, #P1 is the number of Zi, zi at whieh the orientation of I< is downwards.

Here we regard Zi, zi as functions of ti (for more details on the Kontsevich integral see

[Bar1]).

The integral Z(K) is not an isotopy invariant. Let / = p(cj». Kontsevich proved that

Z(I<) := ,-s .Z(I<), where s is the number of nlaximum points of the coordinate function

t on 1(, is an isotopy invariant of (unframed) oriented knots. Note t hat in [Bar1] instead

of Z another normalization Z = /.2 is used. This invariant. is as powerful as the set

of all invariants of finite type. The relation between 21 and the Kontsevich integral is

explained in the following

Theorem 6: For a framed orienied knoi I<

This theorem and the trivial generalization for links are proved in [Le-Mu3]. Knowing

2(1<) E Ao one can also compute 21(1<) (see [Le-Mu3]).

7. SYMMETRIe TWISTING

An element D E 8 2 0 C is ealled sym1neiric if D 21 = D, where D21 is obtained from

D by permuting the two strings of the support. Let F = 1 + F1 + F2 + ... E 8 2 (9 C,

where Fn is the homogeneaus part of grading n. Suppose

(Tl) for n ;::: I every chord diagram in Fn has vertices on both strings, i.e. Fn E (kerCl n
keic2)'

(T2)· F is symmetrie.

Then there exist F-1 in 8 2 0 C satisfying (TI,T2).

Ir <I- is an element of 8 3 0 ethen

(2)

is said to be obtained from <I> by a twist using F.
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Note that the first two tenns in the right hand side of (2) are commutative with each

other, as are the last two terms. If <I> E 8 3 (3) C is a solution of (AI-A4) then it is not

difficult to check that <i> is also a solution of (A1-A4).

For a non-associative word 10 on one symbol + define :Fw E B1(w) by induction as

follows. Let :F0 = 1 E Q, :F+ = 1 E 8 1 , :F++ = F E B2 (3) C. For 10 = 101102 let

:Fw = [:F
w1

Q9 101(w2)][101(wt} Q9 FtL/2)[(ß1(wd-1 (3) .6.1(W2)-1 )F]

Then (2) implies that <i> = F+(++) <ll(F(++)+ )-1.

Fix F E B2 Q9 C satisfying (Tl,T2). Consider a new mapping T -t Zf(T) defined for

q-tangle diagrams by the salne rules (DI-D4) for Zj, only replacing the values listed in

§3 for basic q-tangle diagrams by:

(D2a')

(D2b' )

Zf(X~,v) = Zj(X~,v),

zj(X;;;,J = Zj(X;;;,v),

Zf(Uw,v) = [1 om (3) ,F(3)10n
J X Zj(Uw,v)

The values oi Zf(T;;1W2W3,W) are defined by the same formulas as in (D3), only cI>Kz is

replaced by <i> obtained from <PKZ by a twist using F.

Theorem 7: The map Zr is well-defined and for every q-tangle diagram T

(3)

[n partieu/ar, Zf(L) = Zj(L) f01' any tangte diagra'm L wdhout boundary points.

Proof: We need only to check identity (3). It's sufficient to check for the cases when

T are basic q-tangle diagrams. These cases follows trivially from the definition. 0

Note that if <I> has rational coefficients, i.e. if ci> E 8 3 , then from the definition, the

invariant Zf of a framed link (not framed q-tangle) has rational coefficients, Zf(I<) E

A(I<). Although the coefficients of F may be irrational and in (D2a' , D2b' ) the elements

F, F-1 are involved, they appeal' in pairs which annihilate each other in every link diagram.

Remark: In [Drinl, Drin2] Drinfeld defined twists for quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf alge

bras. Here we adapt a sin1ilar definition for the series of algebras Bn which play the role

of a single quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra. If we use the representation of section 10

below then we get a quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra, and the cOllstruction of twists
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here eorresponds only to Drinfeld's twist which does not change the eo-multiplieation. Ir

F is not symmetrie, then 6. is replaced by ;s. = F 21 6.F- 1 = (P21 p-l )6..

8. UNIQUENESS AND RATIONALITY OF THE UNIVERSAL VASSILIEV-!(ONTSEVICH

INVARIANT

Theorem 8: 1f <1>, <1>' E (B3 (9 C) satisfy (Al-A4)J then <I> is obtained from <1>' by a twist

using F E B2 ~ C satisfying (Tl, T2).

As a eorollary, from every solution <1> of (AI-A4) we can eonstruet an invariant of

framed q-tangles. All such invariants, when restrict to the sets cf framed oriented links,

are the same and eontain all invariants of framed orientecl links of finite type. By theorem

A" of [Drin2] there is a solution <I>Q with rational eoeffieients, thus we get

Corollary: The universal Vassiliev-/{ontsevich invariant of framed links has rational co

ejJicients in the sense that ZJ(L) belangs to A(L) for every framed link L. The /(ontsevich

integral of a knot has rational eoefficient in the sense that Z(]() E An.

Proof of Theorem 8: Let

<P = 1 + <PI + + <I>n + .

<1>' = 1 + <I>; + + <I>~ + .
Here <I>n, <I>~ are the homogeneous part of grading n. Suppose we already have <Pi = <I>i
for 0 S; i S; k - 1. Pu t 'lj; = <P k - <Pie·

Comparing the k-grading parts of (AI-A4) for <P, <p' we get:

(Cl)

(C2)

(C3)

(C4)

d'lj; = 0,

where cl : Bn --t Bn +1 is the mapping:

We extend d to Bn 0 C.

Proposition 3: lf 'lj; E B3 (3) C of grading k and satisfying (01-04) then there zs a

symmetrie element f E B2 (3) C of grading k sueh that d(f) = 'lj;; 61(/) = 62(1) = o.
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Suppose for the moment that this is true. Pick f as in this proposition. Then oue

can check imInediately that the twist by F = 1 + f transfers <I> to <I> with <I> i = <I>~ for

o~ i ~ k.

Continue the process we can find a element F E B2 0 ce satisfying (Tl,T2) which

transfers <I> into <I>'.

There remains Proposition 3 to prove.

9. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

9.1. Other realizations of Bn • A Chinese chal'aeter ([Barl]) is a graph whose vertices

are either trivalent and oriented 01' univalent. Here an orientation of a tri valent vertex is

just a cyclic order of the three edges incident to this vertex. The trivalent vertices are

called internat, the univalent vertices are called externat. The edges of the graph will be

represented by dashed lines on the plane. By convention all the orientations in figures are

counterclockwise for Chinese characters.

An n-1narked Chinese charaeter C is a Chinese character with at least one external

vertex in each connected component , where in addition the external vertices are parti

tioned into n labeled sets 8 1(C), ... ,8 n ( C).

o
... ,.,... ~
r"

( )

'f
I
I

Let Cn be the vector space over Q spanned by all n-lnarked Chinese characters subject

to the antisymmetry vertex and lI-IX identities (see also [Barl]):

(1) the antisymmetry of iIiternal vertices:

\ /
\ I

\ '< +
I
I

(2) The IHX identity

--1--
\
I--.....- --

I
I Ir----,
I I
I I

Let us define linear mappings .6. i : Cn -4 Cn +1 and Ci : Cn -4 Cn - 1 • Suppose the set

8i(C) of an n-marked Chinese character C E Cn contains exactly m vertices. There are

2m ways of partition 8i(C) into an ordered pair of subsets. For each such partition q let

Dq be the (n + l)-marked Chinese character with the same underlying Chinese character

as C, 8 j (Dq ) = 8 j (C) if j < i, 8 j (D q ) = 8 j - 1(C) if j ~ i + 2, while 8 i (D q ), 8 i+1{Dq )
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are two subsets of 8 i(C) corresponcling to the partition q. Define ßi(C) a.s the sum of all

2m (n + l)-marked Chinese characters Dq .

If 8 i(C) f 0 define ci(C) = O. Otherwise define c(C) a.s the (n - 1)-marked Chinese

character with the same underlying Chinese character and 8 j (ci(C)) = 8 j (C) if j < i,

8 j (ci(C)) = 8 j +1(C) if j 2: i.

The Zn-grading of an n-marked Chinese character C is the tuple (kI, . .. , kn) of in

tegers, where ki is the number of elelnents of 8 i (C). The number Li;:;1 ki is called the

Z-grading of C. Note that all the n1appings D.il ci respect the Z-grading.

We define the linear mapping d : Cn -+ Cn+1 by

Here 1 Q9 C and C Q9 1 are the (n + 1)-marked Chinese characters gotten from modifying

the marking on C by setting 8 1 (1 Q9 C) = 0, 8 j (1 @ C) = 8 j - 1(C) for 2 ::; j ::; n + I,

8 n+1 (1 @ C) = 0, 8 j (1 @ C) = 8 j (C) for 1 ::; j ::; n.

Now we define a linear mapping X : Cn -+ ßn as follows. First we de~ne X'( C) for

an n-marked Chinese character C of zn_gracling (k1 , . .. ,kn ). There are ki! ways to put

vertices from 8 i(C) on the i-th string and each of the k1 ! ••• kn ! possibilities gives us an

element of Bn . Sum up all such elements we get X'( C).

Now we use the following STU relation

, /
\ /

"' /'",
1

~

\ /
\ I

\ /
\ I

~

\ I
\ I

\ /
\J

~

to convert every diagram appearing in X'( C) into chord diagrain, by that way from

X'(C) we get X(C).

Theorem 9: The linea1' mapping X is well-defined and is an iso1norphis1n between vector

spaces Cn and Bn commuting with all the operators ~i, ci.

Remark: X, however, does not preserve gradings.

The proof for the case n = 1 is presented in (Barl, Theorems 6 & 8]. This proof eIoes

not concern the support of chord diagrams except for the first step of the incluction which

is trivial in case n 2: 1 (see also [Bar2]).

Consider th~ following subspaces Yn of Cn 0 C, Yn = nr;:;]ker(ci)' It can be checked
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that d(9n) C Q'n+l' We will now study the homology of the following chain complex:

17

(*) d d d d do-t 91 -t ... -t 9n -t 9n+l -t ....

Note that d preserves the Z-grading, hence it suffices to consider the part of Z-grading m

of the complex.

O d 9m d d rm d r m d
-t 1 -t ... -t ~n -t ~n+l -t ... ,

where 9: is the homogeneous part of Z-grading m of 9n. We will find a geOInetric

interpretation of this complex.

9.2. A simplicial cou1plex of the cube. Let Im be the rn-dimensional cube,

m

Im = {l::: AiVi

i=1

where VI,' .. ,Vm form a base of IR.m. We partition Im into m! rn-simplexes: apermutation

(i1, ... ,im) of (1, ... ,m) gives rise to the m-simplex which is the convex hull of m + 1

points 0, ViI' ViI +Vi'll ... 1 ViI +... +Vi m . This turns Im into a silnplicial complex, denoted

by C(Im). The space Ck(Im) is the vector space over C spanned by all the k-facets of

all m! above rn-simplexes. The boundary 8(Im) is a simplicial subcomplex. The space

Ck(8(Im)) is spanned by all k-facets which lie cntirely in 8(Im).

Let Ck be the vector space over C spanned by all tuples (Ot, ... , Ok) which are parti

tions of the set {I, 2, ... , m}, each Oi non-elnpty. Define a: Ck -t Ck - 1 by

8(01 , O2 , . .• , Bk) = (BI UB2 , B3 ,··· 1 Bk) -(Bt , B2 UB3 ,···, Bk )+·· .+( -l)k-l(Bll ... , Ok-l UBk).

Then tbe ehain complex (G., 8) is isomorphie to the quotient complex C(Jm)jC(8(Im)).

In fact, the mapping which sends (81 " •• ,fh) to the k-simplex with vertices 0, VBI ,VBI +
VB'l" .. , VBI +... +VBk is an isomorphism between these two complexes, where VB = LiEB Vj.

Let Em be the dual chain complex of (C., 8), Em = (C*, 8). Using the above base

of Ck , we ean identify Ck with Ck with the same base. Then the co-boundary 8 can be

written explicitly as

w here for a non-empty subset B of {I, 2, ... , m} we set 8(B) = E(0', B"), the summation

is over all possible partitions of 0 into an ordered pair of non-empty subsets.

Proposition 4: The homology 0/ the chain comp/ex Ern is given by Ilm(Em) CJ

Hi(Em ) = 0 for 0 ~ i ~ m - 1.
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This follows from the fact that the homology of Em is the redueed eohomology of

Im /8(Im).

Sinee every tuple (8), ... ,8k ) E Ck is a partition of {I, 2, ... , m}, the symmetrie group

Sm aets naturallyon Ck . In the simplieial eomplex C(Im) this eorresponds to the action:

(VI"'" Vm) ~ (V l1 (l)"'" Vl1 (m)) for (7 E Sm. On (eo)hOIllology the action is trivial.

Proposition 5: For every light Sm -'module Ar

Proof: This result is well-known (it was used implieitly in [DrinI]). The proof reduees

to the eases of irreducible representations of Sm'

Consider an irreducible representation N>. of Sm pararnetrized by a partition A =
(Al' ... ,Ak), Al ;::: ... ~ Ak ~ 0, 2:7=1 Ai = 1n. The symmetrie group Sm aets on

the eomplex Em and this action is eOIllpatible with the ehain map. So we can split

Em = EfhEm,>., where Ern,>. is isomorphie to a direet sum of several (say 1n>.) copies of

Nt as a left Sm-module, where Nt is the contragradient left Sm-module of 1'/>., given by

the transpose matriees. Then, N>. 0sm Ern 9::' Homsm(Nt, Ern) and so, by Sehur's lemma,

N>. 0sm Em 9:' N>.. 0sm Ern,>. 9:' Em,>./Sm' Since Sm aets on JI(Em ) trivially, H(Em,>..) = 0

if N>. is not the trivial module. Hence H(N). 0sm Em) = 0 if N>. is not the trivial module.

If N>.. is the trivial module, we have H(N). 0sm Em ) = H(Ern ). 0

9.3. Proof of Proposition 3. Denote the homogeneous part of Zm-grading (1,1, ... ,1)

of Crn by rm' The symmetrie group Sm aets on the right on rm by pern1uting the n~ strings.

Proposition 6: The chain complex (*m) is isomorphie to the ehain e01nplex rm0sm E m .

Proof: An element C of Cm of Zm-grading (1, ... ,1) is just a Chinese eharaeter with

m external vertiees whieh are numbered froln 1 to 1n. We map an element C 0 (81 , ... ,8k )

to the element D of 9r with the same underlying Chinese charaeter as that of C, only

8 i (D) is the set of external vertices whose numbers are in Oi. It can be verified at onee

that this is an isomorphism between the two complexes. 0

Proposition 7: Suppose 1/J E 93 satisfying:

(Cl')

(C2')

(03')

d'ljJ = °
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}----r
k 1

Then there is a syrnmetric elernent / E (h such that df = 7/J.

(/ E 92 is symmetrie if /21 = f, by definition.)

Proof: It suffiees to consider the ease when 7/J is hOInogeneous. Since d7/J = 0, if the

Z-grading k of 7/J is greater than 3 then by the previous proposition there is f' E 9; such

that df' = 7/J.

If k = 3, then the ~?-grading of 7/J must be (1,1,1), i.e 7/J E f 3 . Consider /1,12 E gg
with the same underlying Chinese character as 'ljJ, only 8 1(11) = 8 1(7/J )U 8 2('ljJ), 8 2(fd =
8 3(1/1),81(/2) = 8 1(7/J), 8 2(/1) = 8 2(7/J) u8 3 (1/1). Put I' = (/1- /2)/3. Then using (C2')

one checks easily that df' = 7/J.

In both eases we have df' = 7/J for some element I' E 92. Note that d(g21) = _(dg)321

for every 9 E 92' The sum f = (f' + (71')/2 is asymmetrie elenlent. Using (C3') we see

that df = 7/J. 0

Now Proposition 3 follows [rDIn this proposition and Theorem 9.

10. REPRESENTATION SY MATRICES

Suppose for 1 S i, j 1 k, I ~ N there are given eOlnplex numbers rt!. By astate of a

ehord diagram D in A we mean a map from the set of all ares of the loop divided by

vertiees of chords to the set {I, 2, ... ,N}. For a fixed state we assoeiate to every chord

of Danumber as indieated below:

Take the product of all the numbers assoeiated to all the ehords, and then surn up

over all the possible states to get a nUlnber. This number is well-defined (beeause of

4- term relation) iff (cf. [Lin, BarI]):

a)r~! = rl.~
') )' ,

b )[r(12), r(13)] + [,(12), ,(23)] = 0.

Where in b) we view, as a linear lllapping froIn CN 0 CN to CN 0 CN , and ,(ij) is the

linear rnapping from CN 0 CN 0 CN to CN 0 CN 0 CN whieh is as , on the i-th and j-th

components while leaves the rest unehanged. -The equation b) is the linearized classieal

Yang-Baxter equation ([Drin3]).

Suppose r satisfies a), b). Multiplying r by a formal parameter hand applying the

above procedure we get for every diagraIn D E A an element Wr(D) in C[h]. If!( is a
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framed link then Wr(Zj(I()) E C([h]] is an isotopy invariant.

Now suppose 9 is a classieal simple Lie algebra, p : 9 --t End(V) is a rcpresentation.

Fix an invariant non-degenerate symlnetrie bilinear form (Killing form) on g. Let t be

the symmetrie invariant element in 9 ® 9 eorresponding to the bi linear form. Then it ean

be eheeked easily that p(t) E End(V) ® End(V) satisfies both equations a), b). Henee we

ean get an invariant of framed links Kg,p = lVp(t)(Zj) by the above proeeclure (t is defined

up to a eonstant).

On the other hand, for every representation p : 9 --t End(V), using the universal R

matrix, one ean eonstruet another invariant Tg,p o[ framed links by the Reshetikhin-Turaev

method (cf. [Re-Tu, Tul]). Aetually this method gives a representation of tangles rather

than q-tangles and ean be summarized as follows. There is a strueture of ribbon Hopf

algebra ([Re-Tu]) on the h-adie completion Ug of Ug ® C[[h]], where Ug is the universal

enveloping algebra of g. The R-matrix of this ribbon Hopf algebra was eonstrueted by

Drinfeld and Jimbo [Drin3, Jim]. The standard procedure (see [Re-Tu]) associates to

every representation p : 9 --t End(V) an invariant Tg,p of framed oriented links.

Theorem 10: The two invariants K.g,p and Tg,p of frarned oriented links are the sarrte, up

to constant.

To see that the two invariants K, T are the saIlle (probleIn 4.9 in [BarI]) we ean proeeed

as follows. Let gl, ... , gn be an orthonormal base with respeet to thc Killing form. We

will first define a linear mapping 11 : Ern --t Ug0 rn [[h]] . Suppose the vertiees of a chord

diagram DEErn are ai, ... ,at. on the i-th string (the order follows the orientation of the
1

string). Astate is a mapping a from the set of all vertices {ai} to {I, 2, ... , n} which

takes the same value on the two vertices of every chord (n is the dimension of g). Let

(D) - h(# of vertices)/2 L !O\ !O\P. - gCl(a1) .•. gCl(a l ) 'CI ••• \iY 9cr(a m ) ••• gCl(a m )
I /cl I km

states Cl

This is a well-defined linear mapping (see also [BarI]).

Drinfeld proved that ([Drinl, Drin2]) there is another structure on Og which tuakes Ug

a quasi-triangula1' quasi-Hopf algebra (not Hopf algebra), with the usual eo-multiplication

of the universal enveloping algebra, R = exp(hl/2), <I> = <I>KZ(t 12
, t 23

). Moreover this

quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra is a ribbon quasi-Ilopf algeb'ra (see the definition of

ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra in [Al-Co]), the ribbon element is v = exp( - L~t 9i9d2).

The series of algebras Sn is not a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra, but we have defined

operators ß, c, elements <I>, R for theIn. 1t is easy to see that the mapping J-l commutes
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with ~,c, <1>, R, and the invariant Kg,p is exactly the invariant of oriented framed links

obtained by the standard proeedure (see [Al-Co]) usiug the ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra

and the representation p : 9 -t End( V).

Drinfeld [Drin1] proved that the above two strlletllres on Og: 1) ribbon Hopf algebra

structure and 2) ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra strueture are gauge equivalent, i.e. one ean be

obtained from the other by a (non-symmetrie) twist (see also [Koh, Kas]). Their eategories

of representations are equivalent, heuee the two iuvariants K, aud T are tbe same (up to

eonstant).

In ease 9 = SIN 01' saN and V is the fundamental representation {rom this fact we

eau deduce sorne relations between the multiple zeta. values ((iI, ... , ik ) (cf. [Le-Mul,

Le-Nlu2], in these papers we need not use Drinfeld's resu]ts, instead we use the explicit

formula of the Kontsevich integral).

11. COMM ENTS

The series of algebras Bnl n = 1,2, ... eau be thought of as a generalization of a ribbon

quasi-Hopf algebra (cf. [Al-Co, Drin1, Drin2]). Such operations as ll1ultiplication, co-mul

tiplieation, antipode ete. can be defined. The ribbon elen1ent is v = exp( -w/2) E BI'

This series of algebras p]ay the role of one ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra in the construetion

of invariants of q-tangles, as in [Al-Co].
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